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"The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life, and he that winneth souls is wise."
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OUR JESUS

-

Hettie L. Weaver

Through all our life, in shade or sun,
Who guides us, till our life is done
And keeps us safe 'till set of sun ?
Our Jesus.
In pain or sorrow, loss or woe,
When we have heartaches none can know,
Who keeps us lest the waves o'erfiow?
Our Jesus.
Who guards us all our journeys through,
Through dangers which we never knew,
And keeps us happy, safe and blest?
Our Jesus.
1

Who gives us grace in every test
And keeps us happy, safe and blest?
Who lets us in His own arms rest ?
Our Jesus.
Who died to wash our sins away,
And loves to hear us sing and pray,
Who is the children's friend alway?
Our Jesus.
Whom should we praise for all these things,
When time and safety gladness brings,
When all our heart with rapture sings?
Our Jesus.
Nanticoke, Ont.
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thing, and so they do as they please. Selfishness, the
heart of all sin, is at the heart of this business. People
The Harvest Meeting at the Gratersford Church will be held are impatient of restraint, they simply won't be conon September 9, instead of August 26 as previously announced.
trolled.
There has developed in this country an undercurrent
of
radical
socialism, which is Very close to Bolshevism.
HARVEST MEETING.
It
is
more
general
than people realize. Many of our educaA Harvest Meeting will be held at the Free Grace Church,
Millersburg, Pa., Saturday, Sept. 16th at 1:30 P. M. Services tional institutions are teaching- on economic lines rank soalso on Saturday evening and Sunday forenoon.
cialism and disregard for the rights of property. People
A hearty invitation is extended to all to attend these ser- are not warned against the economic instruction of today
vices.
as having an ethical connection and there has been a general breakdown, a moral drop in ethics to a low standard.
HARVEST AND BIBLE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT.
Moral standards are always lowered the moment you
lower the divine authority of God or of Christ.
On Saturday and Sunday, September the 2nd and 3d, 1922,
"Modernism," which represents the naturalistic as
services will be held at the Mastersonville meeting house, Rapho
opposed
to the supernatural view of Christianity and
District, Pa., commencing Saturday at noon and closing Sunday
evening at 9:00 P. M., opening with a harvest service and continu- the Bible, assumes that it is new. This is the first of its
ing with a Bible meeting to Sunday evening. You are invited to numerous mistakes. Truth as such has nothing to do
these services; topics of importance and inspiration will be dis- with nearness or remoteness. It is Eternal. Modernism
cussed by different speakers. We especially solicit your prayers in assumes first, that it is new, and secondly, that because
this behalf.
Cor.
it is new, we are -warranted in departing from the old
moorings. But the fact is there is no objection which
A REQUEST.
Modernism makes to the Bible, which has not been made
Anyone wishing to send goods along to India to private
individuals or for the missions, should send them to the Messiah repeatedly since the second century of the Christian era.
Home, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa., or to the writer at Ludlow
The second mistake of Modernism is that it is
Falls, Ohio by October 1, if possible.
synonomous with value and progress. But worth is to be
M. E. Rohrer.
determined by certain criterions. We have the time
test, the fire test and the acid test, applicable to truth as
to gold and to jewels. That Modernism is synonomous
IMPORTANT NOTICE
with
progress is pure assumption.
Inasmuch as General Conference of 1922 Art. 30, Sec:
A
third mistake of Modernism is that the unaided
3, page 26 has obligated the General Executive Board to
assume the financing of the publication of the late issue human intellect can deal effectively with the great probof the New Hymnal, and since the funds on hand are in- lems of the soul. It assumes that anything other than inadequate to meet said obligation, it becomes necessary tellectual ability can properly be discarded, and that man
that all districts send the fifteen cent (15c) per capita is to reach the very summit of worth through a merely
assessment as authorized by Gen. Conf., at their earliest evolutionary process.
convenience.
The truth is that no man, without distinct and defiAmos Wolgemuth, Treas.
nite
spiritual aid, can deal with life's greatest issues. The
R. R. 3.
Mount Joy.Pa.,
greatest intellectual genius in the world is utterly helpless in the presence of spiritual problems, which perpetMODERNISM
ually challenge him intellectually and spiritually. We are
citizens of two worlds and recognize a certain familiarity
Speaking at the Moody Bible Institute of Chicago of one of them, but have no acquaintance with the other
recently, Rev. A. Z. Conrad, D. D. pastor for the past except as God makes revelation of it.
A fourth mistake of Modernism is that the Bible is
seventeen years of the historic Park Street Church, (Conman's
best word about himself and God, instead of being
gregational), Boston said in part:
God's
best
word about Himself and man.
The underlying cause of the lawless conditions which
Human progress simply cannot rest upon the shifting
have recently so greatly disturbed Chicago and other
large cities is the anarchistic trend of disregard for law. sands of error. The joy of the heart and the growth of
That is the one thing most lamentable throughout the the soul never come by feeding upon human speculations
country today. It is partly an aftermath of the war, since and opinions. Since the coming of Jesus Christ the Biwar always lessens regard for life and property. But it ble has furnished the basis for every great progressive
has a deeper reason, drifting away from divine authority. activity in political, social and religious lines. Read
That is behind it all. A large element of the church have Leckey's "European Morals." He tells why England did
not follow France in the awful revolution. He takes you
ceased to believe in the final authority of the Bible.
The ten commandments and the sermon on the to Wesley's prayer room and the Bible.
The fifth mistake of Modernism is that divine revemount afford counsel, but don't represent a day of judgment. Authority of the church concerning God's law has lation is uncertain,, untrustworthy and superfluous. How
weakened into advice, and men have come to feel that can such a position be reconciled with the fulfillment of
(Continued on Page 8.)
they are not particularly accountable anywhere to anyNOTICE.
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he finds them but the law of limitation between the
species is fixed by the creator, for a wise but withal unexplained purpose.
Man can assemble parts of the mineral, vegetable or
animal
kingdoms and have the device serve a valuable
GOD AND MAN
purpose, but he cannot cause life to spring forth. Were
we able to explain all the work of God we of the finite
Job could hold at bay the argument of his three
plane would become infinite. God's infiniteness would befriends, but God as He speaks of His power and wisdom
come finite.
as manifested in His created world brings Job to the point
It is better to love God than to know everything.
of abhoring himself and repenting in sackcloth and ashes
God
will
lead all of us, if we permit Him, into the paths of
(Job 42:6.)
willing obedience to His will and prepare us for the realm
We must all admit of the reality of a material world of His children in His presence. Our sojourn in this earth
but man with his boasted wisdom cannot give the source is to be a pilgrimage.
of its origin outside of admitting that God brought it to
We should be truly grateful for the way He has suppass. The earth is said to be held in space through the
plied every physical need of man through the forces of
force of gravity but how marvelous it is that the earth is
His creation and above all his spiritual need through His
revolving around its own axis daily thus giving us day
son the Lord Jesus Christ.
and night and at the same time following the path of its
H.
yearly orbit around the sun without coming in conflict
with the other planets.- This movement with the angle of
UNBELIEF
its axis gives us the seasons and spring and fall in the
In
our
judgement
there is no greater menace facing
north and south temperate zones. Man has been favored
Christendom,
than
the
appalling spirit of unbelief, maniwith sufficient intelligence to discover some of the prinfested
not
only
in
the
world,
but in the professed church
ciples upon which the earth functions as a fit habitation
as
well.
for himself, but as one thinks of the stars in their vast
Very few are free from some phase of the working
numbers and their distance from us it is beyond our
knowledge or comprehension and surely we darken coun- of unbelief. Many seemingly sincere and earnest Chrissel with our words of attempting to explain how it all tians are hindered from enjoying their highest privileges
came about. We can believe the record, however, and of blessings and victory, by a subtle spirit of unbelief,
know there was a time when the morning stars sang to- which questions the ability or willingness of God, or
gether and the sons of God shouted for joy. The tides, hinders the immediate appropriation of the promises of
waves and currents of the sea inove ever on and would God's word in their present needs.
In the ministry it hinders the effectual preaching of
seem to be breathing as a living monster. Man has discovered that the moon in following its orbit about the the Word by discounting its declaration, doubting its diearth effects the height of the tide through gravitation. vine inspiration and authority, and lowers it to an "excelYet this is done through a distance of two hundred and lent code of morals" instead of holding the Word as inforty thousand miles or thirty times the distance of the deed it is in truth, the divine revelation of God to man.
It does not take long for unbelief to progress from
diameter of the earth. Thus we see that the sea is under
the control and government as instituted and continued questioning and doubting to open denial, so it does not
surprise us to find professedly Christian (?) creeds which
by God.
deny
the personality of God, Divinity of Christ, the exisThe best explanation of darkness is that it is the abtence
of the devil, sin, eternal judgement of the wicked,
sence of light but what is light and how is it that it is
hell,
and
every declaration of God's Word "revealing his
ever coming forth from the sun in continuous splendor.
wrath
from
Heaven against all ungodliness and unrightWhat would happen if the light would cease to shine?
eousness
of
men."
How about the light we give forth spiritually (Matt. 5:
Since
FAITH
is the greatest requisite to please God,
16)?
Heb.
11:6,
it
unquestionably
follows that unbelief is the
The instinct of animals is beyond man's ability to exgrossest
affront
which
can
be
offered to God, and under
plain outside the Bible record. God created the different
the
severest
penalty.
John
3:18-2;
Thess. 2:12; Rev.
species of plants and animals through the creative fiat
21=8.
"Let there be" and ever since, they have been bringing
Unbelief was the primary cause of the first transforth after their kind. Evolutionists have never progression
by Eve in the garden, caused Cain's rejection,
duced a well authenticated case of one species developing
swallowed
up the antedeluvian world in the judgement of
into another either in the vegetable or animal kingdom.
the
flood,
caused
the Israelites to turn back to perish in
God has placed the limit. Man can by improved cultural
the
wilderness,
caused
the rejection and captivity of
methods develop the wild or native grape and apple. He
Israel,
2nd
Kings
17:14,
caused the rejection of Judah,
can cross fertilize a plum and apricot and produce a plumdestruction
of
Jerusalem,
and
final dispersion, Rom. 11:20,
cot; a peach and plum produces a nectarine, but a peach
cannot be crossed with an apple either by fertilization and is the appalling sin of this apostate age, so prevalent
budding or grafting. There has been enough left for man that Jesus declares, "When He cometh,Shall He find faith
u
to give him incentive to improve the things of nature as on the earth."
-
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CONTRIBUTIONS
THE ALL-SUFFICIENT CHRIST.
C. B. EAVEY.
XV. THE ABIDING CHRIST.
"If a man love me, he will keep my words, and my
Father will love him, and we will come unto him, and
make our abode with him." John 14:23. "Abide in me,
and I in you." John 15:4.
In preceding meditations on this verse and those in
connection with it, we have considered Christ as the loving one who manifests Himself to those who love and obey Him. We have seen that love to Christ will lead a
man to obey His commands, and will secure to him the
blissful presence of both the Father and the Son who are
one. They shall dwell with him and he with them and he
will have constant communion "with the Father, and with
His Son Jesus Christ." I John 1:3. It is of the indwelling
or abiding Christ that we shall treat in this article.
Our Christian life is not to be regarded as a character ; it does not consist in being a church member; nor is
it based on knowledge alone. Eternal life is Jesus Himself.- "He that hath the Son, hath life." Not he that
hath the right kind of a life, the knowledge, the church,
but "He that hath the Son hath life; and he that
hath not the Son of God hath not life." It is not Christ
giving us life, but being life to us. Our Christian life
consists in being in vital union with the living Christ.
This union with Christ is presented from two sides
in the Scriptures. The first is "in Christ" and the second
is "Christ in us." The two thoughts are different but
each completes the other, and the two together constitute
the true Christian life. "In Christ" must come first; we
must be in Him before He can be in us. What is it to be
in Christ? It is to have Him as our representative, to
have Him stand for us. The results of our being in Him
are that we are justified, accepted by the Father, become
sons of God as He is, and are made heirs of all things.
It is a wonderful thing to be in Christ.
But, wonderful as it is to be in Him, having Him in
us is a thousandfold more so. To think that the eternal
omnipotent absolutely pure and holy Christ condescends
to dwell in our finite hearts is a matter for wonderment.
He whom God "raised from the dead, and set him at his
own right hand in the heavenly places, far above all principality, and power, and might, and dominion, and every
name that is named, not only in this world, but also in
that which is to come; and hath put all things under his
feet"—to have Him in the heart is the grandest of blessings that finite man can enjoy in this world.
Christ wants to dwell in the heart of every Christian
in all of His fulness. He said to the angel of the church
of the Laodiceans, "Behold, I stand at the door, and
knock; if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I
will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with
me." Rev. 3:20, He does not desire to show Himself to
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man at a distance but to come to him and live within
him. He would not give a transient view of Himself but
He would take up His abode in the heart. He pleads that
He may be let into His own house, the soul for which He
died. He wants to be with His child as at home, He desires to have constant communion and fellowship with the
soul that He has ransomed with His own precious blood,
He yearns for a permanent abode within each and every
redeemed soul. And He will have these if only man will
open the door, drive self from the throne of his heart,
and give Him admittance.
When Jesus was on earth, He had no life of His own.
He was absolutely dependent on the Father for every
thought, word, and act. "I can of mine own self do nothing," said He. It was the purpose of His life never to
try to do anything of Himself; He constantly hung on
His Father's life and let God live out His life in Him, the
Son. And He said, "As the living Father hath sent me,
and I live by the Father; so he that eateth me, even he
shall live by me." John 6:57. So now He wants us to
live on Him; He requires us to be empty vessels, receiving
all from Him just as He was an empty vessel, receiving
all from the Father.
The great apostle had learned the secret of the life
that is hid with Christ in God, for he says in Gal. 2:20,
"I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I,
but Christ liveth in me." He had no expectation of anything from God except through faith in Christ; he realized
that the author and substainer of divine life in the soul is
Christ; and he had experienced the fulness of blessing
which is the portion of every individual who, turning
away from all thai charms the natural eye, builds upon
the solid foundation, Jesus Christ.
"Let go and let God." So many of us are careful
and troubled about numerous things. Like Martha, we
are eager to serve, to be doing something, instead of
quietly sitting, like Mary, with Jesus, drinking in of His
fulness. Too frequently the richest blessing that mortal
man can enjoy is lost because he will not let God do for
him what he is trying unsuccessfully to do for himself.
-The sweetness of the true Christian life can never be
experienced so long as the soul is striving after holiness,
purity, power, and strength. Joy is never the portion of
that individual who is trying to root up, cast away, and
crucify things.
The secret of a happy Christian life is to open the
door and let Jesus come in to live, to do, and to undertake. He will put aside the old life so that there will be
room for His life. The Spirit will wrestle against the
flesh and will be victorious. Christ will be the life and
power of the soul that lets Him in. When temptation
comes, He will meet it with a plentiful supply of His
life and grace, and the soul will be lifted above. The
divine life will repel the earthly and the evil. He will
do the work and the heart can rest in Him securely. It
is God which worketh in you both to will and to do of his
good pleasure." Philippians 2:13.
He is our peace. The heart in which He dwells is
tranquil. Natural quickness of temper and turbulence
are stilled. There is a consciousness of being poised and
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a sense of calm strength because of His presence. We
live in an age of mad dashing about when it seems that
every nerve must be strained to keep the pace. But our
Christ is sufficient; He will keep in perfect peace that
heart which is His abode. In the midst of great commotion and tribulation He will say, "In me ye shall have
peace." As soon as He takes possession of our little
barks a great calm results.
He is made unto us "wisdom, and righteousness, and
sanctification, and redemption." With all that man can
do, he cannot grasp some of the most important truths
that there are. In some way Christ touches the very
thoughts of the one in whom He abides and gives conceptions of truth such as would be utterly impossible for
man to have without His presence. He is our righteousness ; we have none of our own. He is our sanctification.
We need Him, not some experience; we need the Blesser,
not the blessing. He is our redemption; because He who
dwells within us lives, we shall live also. His life is an
endless one.
"The Lord is the strength of my life." Psalms 27:1.
Christ in the heart is the strength of God in the heart.
Though man is weak and helpless, he can do great things,
or rather, Christ can clo great things through Him.
Training, education, talent, ability, genius—none of these
count for anything if Christ be not in the heart of the
one who possesses them. But if He be the occupant of
the throne of the heart, nothing shall be impossible to
the most untalented and uneducated. It is blessed to
work in the power of Christ and it is worse than useless
to work without it.
Then Christ is the will of that one in whom He
abides. Our will is the hardest part of our being and
the most important part, for it is the very key of character. How many times does a soul resolve to do this or
that and to refrain "from doing the other thing only to
fail when the crisis comes! Christ in the heart makes
the will resolute to the highest degree; He will set the
face like a flint; He does not break the will, but He puts
it in the fire of His love, and works in one to will and
to do of His good pleasure. He "is able to keep you
from falling, and to present you faultless before the
presence of his glory with exceeding joy." Jude 24.
Let us live more simply on the fulness of Christ, let
us give Him first and only place in our hearts so that He
may live out His life in our lives. "He that abideth in
me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit:
for without me ye can do nothing." John 15:5. "I can
do all things through Christ that strengthened me."
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there to make a bed for it and the river for its home she
trusted that God would care for him. No wonder he
became such a great leader. What is in thine hand? The
Lord said unto Gideon, "Go in this thy might, and thou
^halt save Israel from the hand of the Midianites. Have
not I sent thee ?" And great was the result. There was
devoted Hannah praying; she promised the Lord if he
would give her a son she would give him back to God
again. What was in her hand? She trained him and early
in life gave him to the Lord. And Samuel accomplished
a great work. "What is in thine hand?" asked Jesus of
that lad. "Five loaves and two fishes." And Christ fed
five thousand that were hungry and tired. The lad
thought he had only for himself, but he gave what he
had, and the Lord blessed it, and great was the result.
"What is in thine hand?" Moses answered, "only a rod."
The Lord told him to use it and he obeyed. "What is in
thine hand?" asked Jesus of Mary. "A box of ointment."
She loved her Lord so much that she anointed the feet
of Jesus. Mary never realized what an honor she bestowed upon Christ. "What is in thine hand? If we
would make use of what is before us what a great work
would be accomplished which is left undone. My heart
pains to think for what purpose we are in this world and
the cause of Christ neglected. Each one is taking his
own way, but each one has to give account of what we
fail to do. Moses said he was slow of speech and a heavy
tongue. But the Lord said, go forward and use that
talent which you have and I will bless you. So He says
to each one of us, do that which we can do and He will
bless us, that we may not go empty-handed at the great
Judgment day.
A SISTER.
Supplied by Bish. H. G. Light, U. Z's C.
FOOTPRINTS OF A PILGRIM.
(A Testimony.)
By W. R. SMITH.

"Footprints that perhaps another,
Sailing o'er life's solemn main.
Some forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
Seeing shall take heart again."
I have now reached the seventy-third milepost in the
great eventful journey of life. More than ever before do
I realize the fact, that with the swiftly passing days, as
evening's dusky twilight gathers around me, that I "am
pitching my moving tent, a day's march nearer home."
Yes, I am only a pilgrim here, with no lasting abiding
place, but am ever looking forward and onward to that
fair Celestial city, which hath foundations, whose builder
WHAT IS IN THINE HAND.
and maker is God, for this will be my eternal home.
For nearly half a century I have been walking on the
"And the Lord said unto Joshua, See, I have given
into thine hand Jericho, and the king thereof, and the heavenside of the cross in the good, safe and divinely
mighty men of valour." We think of him as a mighty prepared way in which my forefathers journeyed on, and
man. But what is in thine hand to do, dear friend ? The reached the gleaming gates of pearl that stands ajar, for
little boy that was given to the Hebrew woman may have the entrance of all the blood-washed children of God.
seemed like an ordinary child to his mother, but she knew Often have the tempests raged about me, and storms of
that his life was in danger. What was in the hand of sorrow fell, while the nearer waters rolled, threatening
that mother? Her child; how she must have cherished to engulf and overwhelm with disaster and ruin. But
that little babe. As she went down to the river's side, about and over all has been the outspread wings of love
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DIVINE HEALING.
and mercy, and the still small voice of divine power, that
has calmed the foaming billows, and has thus far brought
How to Obtain and Retain It.
me safe on the way to the desired haven of all my hope.
In the lonely night of sorrow, there as ever been an unREV. A. B. SIMPSON.
seen watcher near me to uphold and sustain, lest I dash
1.
Be
quite
sure you see it in your own Bible. It is
my foot against a stone and fall by the wayside. Like all
not
enough
to
see
it through another person's eyes. Your
other pilgrims who have traveled through the desert ways
faith
will
fail
unless
you are anchored to some promise
of this earth life, I have found it one of intermingled sunin
God's
Word
that
cannot
be broken.
shine and shadows. While journeying along through
2.
All
spiritual
difficulties
must be put away belife with countless perils and dangers on every side, Jesus,
tween
you
and
God,
so
that
you
can confidently say,
my divine leader, knew all of the many winding paths,
"There
is
nothing
between
us,
so
far
as I know." This
and has kept me safely from falling into the snares and
comes
from
walking
in
the
light;
perfect
obedience to
pitfalls, that I might have been foolish enough to have
Him
moment
by
moment.
Thus
Jesus
is
made
real to us,
wandered into, without His watchful care and keeping,
and
you
must
have
an
intimate,
personal
acquaintance
and through all of the years I have ever found Him a
present sufficient helper who has never let go of me. I with Him in order to keep your healing. My healing does
have found many blessed Elims, with their refreshing not come from without, but from within. It springs up, a
fountains, and cooling shades along the way, which when well of living water. I have One within who is my life.
weary, were delightful resting places, when the joys, that If I touch the spring, the waters overflow. I %ave but
God's love has given me, were like a wing to lift my soul little faith in anyone having satisfaction who comes to be
healed as a mere experiment. You must abide in Him,
nearer heaven.
There have been cloudless days, when I seemed to be and prepare by spiritual teaching to receive Him as your
especially attended by an unseen angel guard, whispering Healer. I do not mean what might be counted a hardwords of peace and comfort to my heart, that banished and-fast theory of holiness, but to know Jesus, to con(Continued on Page 14.)
the ills of life from me like the fading away of a summer
cloud. I have ever found it a most blessed help to "take
the name of Jesus" with me in all of the various walks of
During the long years of the past, when able, I have
life. Many of the scenes and things in the faraway years held many official positions in the church, which labor
of my past life, have faded from my memory, and seem- was a delight and pleasure to me, as I tried to make
ingly been forgotten.
heartwork of it as unto Jesus, my glorious Savior. And
But there is one so indelibly impressed on my mind, in a correspondence of over thirty years for religious
that it will ever remain with me while I linger on these papers, and in personal letters to the afflicted and shut-in
shores of time, and through the beautiful ages of eternity. ones, in their homes in every state, and Canada, and to
And that was the sacred twilight hour, when I knelt, as inmates of public hospitals, I have tried by the help of
a little child, at my now angel mother's feet, nearly God's grace and spirit to scatter sunshine and cheer, and
seventy years ago, and she taught me to say "Our Father exalt the blessed name of Jesus, that others might know
of His wonderful life and works, and become lovers of
in Heaven" and told me of Jesus and His love.
And now in the evening of life, when all alone in my Him. And in this love service I am still engaged at
little home at night, as I kneel in prayer, it seems at present. However, at times I get so very near the bordertimes that I can still feel the warm loving pressure of land, where time and eternity meet, that all I can do is
my mother's beautiful hands resting on my old gray head, just to sit still and let Jesus love me, "and joy over me
as in the faraway golden days of childhood. Among the with singing," (Zeph. 3, 17) as He by His Spirit comforts
sweet precious blessings that God has given me through with such blessed peace. The greater part of the eventful
a long life, I do sincerely thank Him for a Christian journey of life is now behind me. The shadows are growmother, who tried to train up her children for Jesus and ing longer in the valley as I near the sunset portal. Like
a worn and weary pilgrim, I hail each sitting sun, knowing
heaven.
May God ever richly bless all of the mothers, for they that I am nearer my Father's house of many mansions,
are the brightest jewels of earth, and their great undying where I shall rejoice on the hills of glory forever, and
love for their children is the only part of man that has there shall be no more night, and God will wipe away all
tears. And yet while passing through the shadowy vale
survived the Fall in Eden.
Almost countless numbers of my dear old friends here below, the mountain tops that tower up in the sunset
and kindred, who started out to walk the path of life with land, are all gleaming from peak to peak with God's everme, are not here now. Weary, they have fallen by the lasting love, and by faith I behold the land on the other
way, and their places are vacant. Their hopes for the shore where I soon shall rest forevermore.
future were as bright as mine, and yet, like the fading
"There is land ahead,
flowers, they passed away, and now are
Its fruits are waving
A spirit band of angels bright,
O'er the fields of fadeless green,
No more on earth they roam.
And its peaceful waters laving,
But wait within the gates of pearl,
Shores where heavenly forms are seen."
To greet their comrades home.
PRYOR, OKLA.
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WHISPERERS.
Paul was here calling the long roll of the world's
villainy, and he puts in the midst of this roll those persons known in all cities and communities and places as
whsperers. They are so called because they generally
speak under voice and in confidential way, their hand to
the side of their mouth acting as a funnel to keep the
precious information from wandering into the wrong ear.
They speak softly, not because they have lack of lung
force, or because they are overpowered with the spirit of
gentleness, but because they want to escape the consequences of defamation. If no one hears but the person
whispered unto and the offender be arraigned, he can
deny the whole thing, for whisperers are always firstclass liars! Some people whisper because they are hoarse
from a cold, or because they wish to convey some useful
information without disturbing others; but the creatures
photographed by the apostle in my text give muffled
utterance from sinister and depraved motive, and sometimes you can only hear the sibilant sound as the letter
"S" drops from the tongue into the listening ear, the
brief hiss of the serpent as it projects its venom. Whisperers are masculine and feminine with a tendency to
majority on the side of those who are called "the lords
of creation." Whisperers are heard at every window of
bank cashier, and are heard in all counting rooms as
well as in sewing societies and at meetings of asylum
directors and managers. They are the worst foes of
society; responsible for miseries innumberable; they are
the scavangers of the world, driving their cart through
every community, and today, I hold up for your holy
anathema and execration these whisperers.
From the frequency with which Paul speaks of them
under different titles, I conclude that he must have suffered somewhat from them. His personal presence was
very defective, and that made him, perhaps, the target
of their ridicule. And besides that, he was a bachelor,
persisting in his celibacy down into the sixties, indeed.
all the way through, and some having failed in their
connubial designs upon him, the litttle missionary was
put under the raking fire of these whisperers. He was
no doubt a rare morsel of their scandalization; and he
cannot keep his patience any longer and he lays hold of
these miscreants of the tongue and gives them a very
hard setting clown in my text among the scoundrelly and
the murderers. "Envy, murder, debate, deceit, malignity: whisperers."
The law of libel makes quick and stout grip of open
slander. If I should in a plain way, calling you by name,
charge you with fraud, or theft, or murder, or uncleanness, tomorrow morning I might have peremptory documents served on me, and I would have to pay in dollars
and cents for the damage I had done your characters.
But these creatures spoken of in my text are so small
that they escape the fine tooth-comb of the law. They
go on and they go on, escaping the judges and the juries
and the penitentiaries. The district attorney cannot find
them, the sheriff cannot find them, the grand jury cannot
find them. Shut them off from one route of perfidy and
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they start on another. You cannot by the force of moral
sentiment persuade them to desist. You might as well
read the ten commandments to a flock of crows, expecting them to retreat under the force of moral sentiment.
They are to be found everywhere, these whisperers. 1
think their paradise is a country village of about one or
two thousand people where everybody knows everybody.
But they also are to be found in large quantities in all
our cities. They have a prying disposition. They look
into the basement windows at the tables of their neighbors, and can tell just what they have morning and night
to eat. They can see as far through a keyhole as other
people can see with a door wide open. They can hear
conversation on the opposite side of the room. Indeed,
the world to them is a whispering gallery. They always
put the worst construction on everything.
Some morning a wife descends into the street, her
eyes damp with tears, and that is a stimulus to the
tattle and is enough to set up a business for three or
four weeks. "I guess that husband and wife don't live
happily together. I wonder if he hasn't been abusing
her? It's outrageous. He ought to be disciplined. He
ought to be brought up before the church. I'll go right
over to my neighbors and I'll let them know about this
matter." She rushes in all out of breath to a neighbor's
house and says: "Oh, Mrs. Allear, have you heard the
dreadful news? Why, our neighbor, poor thing, came
down off the steps in a flood of tears. The brute of a
husband has been abusing her. Well, it's just as I expected. I saw him the other afternoon very smiling and
very gracious to some one who smiled back, and I
thought then I would just go up to him and tell him he
had better go home and look after his wife and family
who probably at that very time were upstairs crying
crying their eyes out. Oh, Mrs. Allear, do have your
husband go over and put an end to this trouble.
It's
simply outrageous that our neighborhood should be disturbed in this way. It's awful." The fact is that one
man or woman set on fire of this hellish spirit will keep
a whole neighborhood aboil. It does not require any
very great brain. The chief requisition is that the
woman have a small family or no family at all, because
if she have a large family then she would have to stay at
home and mind them, look after them. It is very important that she be single, or have no children at all,
and then she can attend to all the secrets of the neighborhood all the time. A woman with a large family
makes a very poor whisperer.
It is astonishing how these whisperers gather up
everything. They know everything that happens. On
the day when there is a new scandal in the newspapers,
they have no time to go abroad. On the day when there
are four or five columns of delightful private letters
published in a divorce case, she stays at home and reads
and reads and reads. No time for her Bible that day,
but toward night, perhaps, she may find time to run out
a little while and see whether there are any new developments. Satan does not have to keep a very sharp lookout
for his evil dominion in that neighborhood. He has let
(Continued on Page 10.)
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MODERISM.
(Continued from Page 2.)
prophecy which any unbiased student of God's Word must
recognize ?
Modernism's sixth mistake is that social religions are
more important than theological declarations and principles. "One world at a time" is a slogan. Never mind
your soul, attend to the duty of serving others about you,
and you'll be all right. Concern yourself with better
housing, better clothing, better education, and leave the
soul to its own natural development.
Theological formulas are only an ordinary statement
of what man believes regarding God, man , the Word of
God, and the conditions of human progress. The church
has had force and fire just in proportion as she recognized
the necessity of an inspired revelation. As such, she has
been and is, the greatest organization in all the world,
and has done for education more than all other forces combined.
The seventh mistake of Modernism is that sin is a

disease and a misfortune, to be dealt with pathologically,
and not an evil to be eradicated redemptively.
This is one of the worst heresies of our time. It
glosses over every kind of iniquity and furnishes a thousand excuses for evil doing. This mistake of Modernism
has done more to bring about the present moral degeneracy than all other influences brought together. All socialism can never do away with the fact that sin is a
deadly damning thing.
Modernism's eighth mistake is that culture and not
spiritual new birth can eliminate the destructive influence
of transgression and put man in right relationship with
God. Culture has never yet removed one single stain of
sin. Lady Macbeth could not cleanse her hands, by crying, "Out, damned spot." No one condemns culture. What
we do condemn is an effort to gain from it what it can
never contribute. We take our place squarely with Jesus,
who says, "Ye must be born again."
The ninth mistake of Modernism is that Calvary
represents man doing his best for God, whereas really it
represents God doing His utmost for man. Modernism's
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statement that there is no need of an atonement brings
no peace to the «oul.
Its tenth mistake is that a creedless church and a
creedless personality make for liberality and self-expression. The truth is the creedless church is a spineless
church, a jelly-fish church. It is never fighting human
misery, it never produces great missionaries, nor develops
in its members people of convictions so strong that they
are willing if need be to die for them.
Modernism's eleventh mistake is that prayer is
merely a wholesome subjective exercise, with no power
as a procuring cause. This runs squarely in the face
of the practice and teaching of Jesus.
Its twelfth mistake is that sincerity, independent of
reality, is sufficient to procure divine approval. But God
says, "There is a way that seemeth right unto a man,
but the end thereof is the way of death."
Its thirteenth mistake is that the teachings of Jesus
are subject to human revision and correction, and hence
are not vital and authoritative. If this is true we have
no Gospel, no assurance of salvation or eternal life.
Its fourteenth mistake is that traditional Christian
beliefs are discredited by the discoveries of modern
science and archaeology. This is simply untrue in every
feature and phase of it. One of the most astounding
facts is the corroborative support modern science and
archaeology alike afford to revealed religion.
Its fifteenth mistake is that belief in an authoritative
Bible is obstructional and non-progressive. This is positively contradicted by the balance of testimony of Christian history and especially Christian missions.
Its sixteenth mistake is that scholarship is incredulous and skeptical as to the experiences and beliefs of
Christian people and hence radical. On the contrary the
highest and holiest thinking of this time and every time
is done by men who are under the sacred spell of the
spirit of the eternal God. The very highest scholars of
today accept without hesitation the great fundamental
beliefs of the Bible and Christian people.
Its seventeenth mistake is that the final court of
appeal in all matters of faith is human experience rather
than Jesus Christ.
If this is true then there is no definite court of appeal at all. Personally I rest my eternal desiny not upon
any man's individual experience, not even my own, but
upon the fact that Jesus Christ is the Son of God and
my atoning Savior.
REPORT OF TENT MEETING AT WATERLOO.
The tent meetings at this place began on the 18th of June
and continued three weeks.
The meetings were conducted by Bro. Bert Sherk and workers. The interest was good. Bro. Sherk held forth the Word
with power and simplicity, he gave some soul-stirring messages.
Three sought the Lord for the pardon of their sins and found Jesus
precious to their souls. One man over sixty years of age was
saved and is rejoicing in the Lord.
Others were sanctified and some were under deep conviction
but would not yield. Will you join with us in prayer that the
seed that has been sown will be watered by the Holy Spirit and
spring up and grow and bring forth fruit to His Glory?
Corr.
Waterloo, Ont.
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DAYTON MISSION.

We are glad that it is our privilege to submit one more report of the work here. The spirit that is prevailing, and the interest that is being manifested keeps our hearts encouraged to
press on in our God given place of labor.
After we came home from Conference, there was a new field
opened up before us in connection with our work here at the mission. The location is about three miles north-east of our place,
and outside of the city limits, one and one-half miles in the
country, which is known as the Rohrer Farm Plat.
There are near 100 families who had left the city during the
hard times, high cost of living and exhorbitant house rent and secured small lots and built little temporary homes upon this plot.
Now instead of having our open air meetings up town on Saturday evenings, we are having services out in a little forest of said
plat. We have a little children's meeting preceding the preaching
service and are glad to see the goodly number of children coming
in from the various homes, who are interested and eager to hear.
Also we are glad to see a number of the older people who have attended each service since we first began. Last Saturday evening
one dear man came to the altar all burdened down under the load
of his sins, calling upon God for pardon. A number of others
have raised their hands for prayer. As some of these dear ones
have asked for a mid-week meeting, as they said it was so long
from one Saturday to the next, we have decided to meet with them
on Thursday evening also. And as thy have asked different times
to give them a series of meetings we have decided D. V. to have a
tent meeting on this plat in a few weeks. Will you help us pray
that the Lord's will may be done in this new field and that at least
a few souls may be saved.
We have great reasons to be thankful to our beloved friends
and our dear Father in Heaven for the liberal supply for our needs.
May the precious hand of God rest and abide upon you is our sincere prayer.
FINANCIAL REPORT.
For June and July, 1922.
Balance on hand $97.61.
Receipts
Levi and Lizzie Moist, West Milton, O
$ 10.00
George Cully, Springfield, 0
1.00
Sr. Fifer, Springfield, 0
1.00
Harry Wagaman, Waukena, Calif
1.00
Jesse Eyster, Upland, Calif
5.00
David Engle, Abilene, Kans
5.00
Anna Myers, Harrisburg, Pa
5.00
Lydia Moist, Pleasant Hill, O
5.00
Samuel Harley, Springfield, 0
2.00
Fannie Herr, Springfield, 0
1.00
Mrs. John Snider, Canton, 0
1.00
Ida Dick, Canton, O
5.00
Laban S. Hess, Chambersburg, Pa.
4.50
Total

$155.31

Expenditures
Table Account
Phone Bill
Water Bill
Light and Power
Car Fare
Chair Paint
Soap
Incidentals
Total
Balance on hand Aug. 1, 1922, $109.71
Poor Fund.
Balance

$ 21.35
3.50
3.14
2.39
2.00
1.85
3.34
6.09
$45.60
$ 10.13

Total
18.43
Paid Out
$13.93
Balance on hand Aug. 1, 1922 $4.50
Offerings of articles by Isaac Engle, Mollie Riber, Iva Herr,
Lizzie Jenkins, Emma Dohner, Molly Brennaman, Jacob Paulis,
Nora Becker, Carrie Kinzie, Elsie Rohrer, Emma Cassel, Alfred Gray, Montford Free, Alma Cassel, May Mundhenk, Lela
Cassel, Ohmer Herr.
We remain as ever yours in Christ,
W. H. and Susie Boyer,
601 Taylor St.,
Dayton, Ohio
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out to her the whole contract. She gets husbands and
wives into a quarrel, and brothers and sisters into
antagonism, and she disgusts the pastor with the flock
and the flock with the pastor, and she makes neighbors,
who before were kindly disposed toward each other, over
suspicious and critical, so when one of the neighbors
passes by in a carriage they hiss through their teeth and
say: "Ah, we could all keep carriages if we never paid
our debts!"
The work of' masculine whisperers is chiefly seen
in the embarrassment of business. Now, I suppose there
are hundreds of men here who at some time have been
in business trouble. I will undertake to say that in nine
cases out of ten it was the result of some whisperer's
work. The whisperer uttered some suspicion in regard
to your credit. You sold your horse and carriage because
you had no use for them, and the whisperer said: "Sold
his horse and carriage because he had to sell them. In
fact that he sold his horse and carriage shows he is
going down in business." One of your friends gets embarrassed, and you are a little involved with him. The
whisperer says: "I wonder if he can stand under all
this pressure? I think he is going down, I think he
will have to give up." You borrow money out of a bank
and a director whispers outside about it, and after awhile
the suspicion gets fairly started, and it leaps from one
whisperer's lip to another whisperer's lip until all the
people you owe want their money and want it right away,
and the business circles come around you like a pack of
wolves, and though you had assets four times more than
were necessary to meet your liabilities, crash! went
everything. Whisperers! whisperers! Oh, how much
business men have suffered. Sometimes in the circles of
clergymen we discuss why it is that a great many merchants do not go to church. I will tell you why they, do
not go to church. By the time Saturday night comes
they are worn out with the annoyances of business life.
They have had enough meanness practised upon them to
set their whole nervous system atwitch. People sometimes do not understand why in this church we generally
have men in the majority in almost all our audiences.
It is because I preach so much to business men, and I
resolved years ago that I would never let a Sunday pass
but in prayer or sermon I would utter my sympathies for
the struggle of business men, knowing that struggle as
I do in many cases to be the work of whisperers. I have
seen men in Brooklyn and New Yrork whispered into
bankruptcy. You have seen the same thing. Alas, for
these gadabouts, these talebearers, these scandal mongers, these everlasting snoops!
I think among the worst of the whisperers are those
who gather up all the harsh things that have been said
about you and bring them to you—all the things said
against you, or against your family, or against your
style of business. They gather them all up and they
bring them to you, they bring them to you in the very
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worst shape, they bring them to you without any of the
extenuating circumstances, and after they have made
your feelings all raw, very raw, they take this brine, this
turpentine, this aqua fortis, and rub it in with a coarse
towel, and rub it in until it sinks to the bone.
They make you the pincushion in which they thrust
all the sharp things they ever heard about you. "Now,
don t bring me into a scrape. Now don't tell anybody
I told you. Let it be between you and me. Don't involve
me in it at all." They aggravate you to the point of
profanity, and then they wonder you cannot sing psalm
tunes! They turn you on a spit before a hot fire and
wonder why you are not absorbed in gratitude to them
because they turn you on a spit. Peddlers of nightshade.
Peddlers of Canada thistle. Peddlers of nux vomica.
Sometimes they get you in a corner where you cannot
very well escape without being rude, and then they tell
you all about this one, and all about that one, and all about
that one, and all about the other one, and they talk, talk,
talk, talk, talk, talk. After awhile they go away leaving
the place looking like a barnyard after the foxes and
the weasels have been around; here a wing, and there
ae claw, and yonder an eye, and there a crop. Oh, how
they do make the feathers fly!
Rather than the defamation of good names, it seems
to me it would be more honorable and useful if you just
took a box of matches in your pocket and a razor in your
hand, and go through the streets and see how many
houses you can burn down and how many throats you
can cut. That is a better business. The destruction of a
man's name is worse than the destruction of his life. A
woman came in confessional to a priest and told him that
she had been slandering her neighbors. The priest gave
her a thistle top and said: "You can take that thistk
and scatter the seeds all over the field." She went anc
did so, and came back. "Now," said the priest, "gathe]
up all those seeds." She said, "I can't." "Ah!" he said
"I know you can't; neither can you gather up the evi
words you spoke about your neighbors." All good mei
and all good women have sometimes had detractors afte
them. John Wesley's wife whispered about him, whis
pered all over England, kept on whispering about tha
good man—as good a man as ever lived—and kept o
whispering until the connubial relation was dissolved.
Jesus Christ had these whisperers after Him, an
bad company. "A wine bibber and the friend of publicai
and sinners." You take the best man that ever lived ar
put a detective on his track for ten years, watchir
where he goes and when he comes, and with a determin
tion to misconstrue everything and to think he goes he
for a bad purpose, and there for a bad purpose, with th
determination of destroying him, at the end of ten yea
he will be held despicable in the sight of a great ma;
people.
If it is an outrageous thing to despoil a man's ch;
acter, how much worse is it to damage a woman's rej
tation? Yet that evil goes from century to century, a
it is all done by whispers. A suspicion is started. 1
next whisperer who gets hold of it states the suspic:
as a proven fact, and many a good woman, as honora
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as your wife or your mother, has been whispered into the
grace. Some people say there is no hell; but if there be
no hell for such a desp oiler of womanly character, it is
high time that some philanthropist built one! But there
is such a place established, and what a time they will
have when all the whisperers get down there together
rehearsing things! Everlasting carnival of mud. Were
it not for the uncomfortable surroundings, you might
suppose they would be glad to get there. In that region
where they are all bad, what opportunities for exploration by these whisperers. On earth, to despoil their
neighbors, sometimes they had to lie about them, but
down there they can say the worst things possible about
their neighbors, and tell the truth. Jubilee of whisperers.
Grand gala day of backbiters. Semi-heaven of scandalmongers stopping their gabble about their diabolical
neighbors only long enough to go up to the iron gate and
ask some newcomer from the earth, "What is the last
gossip in Brooklyn!"
Now, how are we to war against this iniquity which
curses every community on earth? Every court of the
land has for a law, and all decent communities have for
a law, that you must hold people innocent until they are
proved guilty. There is only one person worse than the
whisperer, and that is the man or the woman who listens
witout protest. The trouble is, you hold the sack while
they fill it. The receiver of stolen goods is just as bad as
the thief. An ancient writer declares that a slanderer
and a man who receives the slander ought both to be
hung—the one by the tongue and the other by the ear.
And I agree with him. When you hear something bad
about your neighbors, do not go all over and ask about
it, whether it is true, and scatter it and spread it. You
might as well go to a small-pox hospital and take a patient and carry him through the community, asking people if they really thought it is a case of small-pox. That
would be very bad for the patient and for all the neighbors Do not retail slanders and whisperings. Do not
make yourself the inspector of warts, and the supervisor
of carbuncles, and the commissioner for street gutters,
and the holder of stakes for a dog fight. Can it be that
you, an immortal man, that you, an immortal woman, can
find no better business than to become a gutter inspector?
Beside that, at your family table allow no detraction.
Teach your children to speak well of others. Show them
the difference between a bee and a wasp—the one gathering honey, the other thrusting a sting. I read of a
family where they kept what they called a slander book,
and when any slanderous words were uttered in the house
about anybody, or detraction uttered, it was all put down
in this book. The book was kept carefully. For the first
few weeks there were a great many entries, but after a
while there were no entries at all. Detraction stopped
in that household. It would be a good thing to have a
slander book in all households.
Are any of you given to this habit of whispering
about others? Let me persuade you to desist. Mount
Taurus was a great place for eagles, and cranes would
fly along that way, and they would cackle so loud that
the eagles would know of their coming and they would
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pounce upon them and destroy them. It is said that the
old cranes found this out, and before they started on
their flight they would always put a stone in their mouth
so they could not cackle, and then they would fly in
perfect safety. Oh, my friends, be as wise as the old
cranes and avoid the folly of the young cranes! Do not
cackle. If there are people here who are whispered about,
if there are people here who are slandered, if there are
people here who are abused in any circle of life, let me
say for your encouragement that these whisperers soon
run out. They may do little damage for a while, but
after a while their detraction becomes a eulogy, and
people understand them just as well as though someone
chalked all over their overcoat or their shawl these words:
"Here goes a whisperer. Room for the leper. Room!"
You go ahead and do your duty, and God will take care
of your reputation. How dare you distrust Him? You
have committed to Him your souls. Can you not trust
Him with your reputation? Get down on your knees
before God and settle the whole matter there. That man
whom God takes care of is well sheltered.
Let me charge you, my friends, to make right and
holy use of the tongue. It is loose at one end and can
swing either way, but it is fastened at the other end
to the floor of your mouth, and that makes you responsible
for the way it wags. Xanthus the philosopher told his
servant that on the morrow he was going to have some
friends to dine, and told him to get the best thing he
could find in the market. The philosopher and his guests
sat down the next day at the table. They had nothing
but tongue—four or five courses of tongue—tongue
cooked in this way and tongue cooked in that way, and
the philosopher lost his patience and said to his servant,
"Didn't I tell you to get the best thing in the market?"
He said: "I did get te best thing in the market. Isn't
the tongue the organ of sociality, the organ of eloquence,
the organ of kindness, the organ of worship?" Then
Xanthus said: "Tomorrow I want you to get the worst
thing in the market." And on the morrow the philosopher
sat at the table, and there was nothing but tongue—four
or five courses of tongue—tongue in this shape and tongue
in that shape—and he philosopher again lost his patience
and said: "Didn't I tell you to get the worst thing in the
market?" The servant replied: "I did; for isn't the
tongue the organ of blasphemy, the organ of defamation,
the organ of lying?" Oh, my friends, employ the tongue
which God so wonderfully created as the organ of taste,
the organ of deglutition, the organ of articulation to
make others happy and in the service of God! If you
whisper, whisper good—encouragement to the fallen and
hope to the lost. Ah, my friends, the time will soon
come when we will all whisper! The voice will be enfeebled in the last sickness, and though that voice could
laugh and shout, and sing and halloo until the forest
echoes answered, it will be so feeble that we can only
whisper consolation to those who we leave behind, and
only whisper our hope of heaven.
While I speak this very moment, there are hundreds
whispering their last utterances. Oh, when the solemn
(Continued on Page 14.)
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Foreign Missionary Department
"The Fields are White Already to Harvest'
NOTICE.
Ail. contributions and offerings for Foreign Mission
purposes, in the future,- should be forwarded to D. W.
Heise, Sub-Treasurer for Canada, Gormley, Ont., instead
of to L. B. Heise during the past year or more.
MACHA MISSION.
Dear readers of the Visitor: "Unto you therefore
which believe He is precious."
I am glad that this precious Saviour is here in
Africa as well as in America. I rejoice that many of
these dear ones have found Him precious to their souls.
Sad to say however, the majority still find Him a stone
of stumbling and a rock of offense.
It has been a long time since we sent a letter to the
Visitor, but we wish to inform you that we are endeavoring to press on the battle at this place and we need your
prayers.
The work has been unusually heavy the past year
on account of the few workers. Sister Coon and I have
been alone with the exception of David, who continues
to bear his share of the burden. We have a large family
to care for. The greater part of the time there have
been 26 girls and 40 or more boys here as boarders. This
is the largest number of girl boarders Macha has ever
had.
No doubt some people may think we should have an
easy time when we have so many girls as helpers. On
the contrary they make more work than they assist.
Many of our old girls have married'and gone away, and
these know practically nothing about house work. They
cannot even sweep the yard properly. At home they do
not sweep, they think it is unnecessary labor. As for
sweeping in the house, washing dishes, and clothes, ironing, and similar work it is altogether foreign to their
home training'. It is line upon line and precept upon
precept, here a little and there a little, often for years.
Of course one of their first lessons is in personal cleanliness ; and it is a lesson some of them never really learn
or only temporarily. No doubt they often think their
missionaries are very cranky to insist on continually
washing, sweeping and cleaning.
One of the greatest tasks and the largest bill of expense is to clothe them, since we generally grow sufficient
food, except perhaps occasionally we must buy. We sew
and sew and .try to teach the girls to sew. Bolts and
bolts of calico and shirting are disposed of in a year, and
yet they are not very well clothed. The girls generally
learn to sew fairly well, but it is difficult for them to cut
garments. Sometimes it requires pretty firm handling
to make them try in earnest to make stitches. One of
these new girls seemed unable to make stitches properly.
I tried to teach her and told one of the older girls to make

an effort, but to no purpose. Finally, I again made the
attempt, but without success. There seemed to be no
way except by whipping her. This we did and the punishment worked like magic. She began to sew properly
at once and is doing well along all lines.
We have had some girls who wash and iron beautifully and are good help. We were cleaning house last
week, and both Sr. Coon and myself felt thankful that
we had such good faithful helpers in the girls.
It as not been our privilege to spend much time in
the villages this year, and yet Sr. Coon as well as David
and myself have been out among the people when opportunity offered.
We are pleased to say that the Gospel is beginning
to reach some of the older people. Three middle aged
women have been members of the church for some time.
Lately, however, an old, bent, grey haired man gave his
heart to the Lord. The teacher and pupils built a nice
church at that place, and this old man took an active
part in the work and did all his strength would allow,
working day after day without pay. Since then he
seemed to have no greater joy than to attend the morning and evening prayers and services on Sunday. He
said to the chief and Others in the village, "I do not care
anything about your customs and heathen worship, I have
something better; I like to go into the church and worship God." He had put away his tobacco and beer some
months before this. A few weeks ago he became sick.
The people came to see him die, but in the morning he
arose and put on his coat to go to worship. Some thought
he was not able, but he said, "Yes, I must go!" On his
return he entered his hut, sat down and passed away.
The people were greatly surprised, and said, "God just
took him home!" He had told the people that they must
not sacrifice any cattle at his death as is their custom.
Not long ago another old man living near the same
village became quite sick. He was no Christian, but as
he grew worse, he opened his heart to the teacher, confessed his sins and asked prayer that God might forgive
him. This in itself was surprising, because these old
people do not seem to think much about the hereafter,
nor do they consider that there is a place of punishment.
Some of this man's children are Christians.
We are expecting to have the African conference of
the Brethren meet here at Macha from August 6 to 17.
We are hoping and praying that the Lord will meet with
us in power and blessing. There are so many difficult
and perplexing problems, continually confronting th«
missionaries in their dealing with the natives, and onbj
the wisdom which comes from above is sufficient foi
these things. May we have your prayers that His wil
may be done along all lines.
Yours still seeking the lost,
H. FRANCES DAVIDSON.
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INDIA REST HOME.
Gloven, Darjeeling, June 19, 1922.
Dear Readers of the Visitor:
"Stand fast in one spirit, with one mind striving together for the faith of the gospel." I thought these
words were so good as I read them this morning and
thought how necessary it is that we stand fast in one
spirit. At this time the devil is busy trying to cause
divisions and faction wherever he can. He knows that if
he can get this in among the people of God then he is
sure to win in this great fight against sin. But when we
all as God's children work together with one mind for
the salvation of souls whether in America or India, or in
other lands, then His work will grow and the Gospel
message will be sent forth, which I believe will bear
much fruit.
I have felt for some time now that I should write
to you and tell you a little about this place and what it
means to our missionaries out here in India. My husband and I with Joseph and Sister Rohrer and Albert
left Saharsa for this place the middle of April. (At that
time we gave the visiting Brethren good bye; they left
the day after on their homeward journey). Upon arriving at Gloven, the name of our Rest home, we soon saw
that there was much work to be done to get the place
ready for the Missionaries to come in by the first of May.
During the cool season there was no white person staying
here all the time, so the things had mostly been put away
and locked up. There was also some repairing that had
to be done and then three of the rooms needed new covering on the floors. These things being attended to we
soon began to realize that we as a mission have a very
nice rest home in the hills.
I must say that when we first came, up here it seemed
very lonely as I missed dear Mother Smart so much. I
had to think of all her kindness to us and also many
times since here have thanked the Lord that she was willing to sell us this place so reasonably. The Lord was
surely good to us to let us have such a dear Mother out
here in this Tar away land. We do trust that she will
now be made as great a blessing in America as she was
while we were with her in this place.
The first of May found us in readiness to receive
two missionaries from our own mission and six from outside missions. I had been appointed overseer of the
home and so from this on I was kept quite busy.
It was decided to take in others from other missions
also so that in this way the place could be made selfsupporting. This ruling was made by the visiting
brethren as they said that the church at home could not
keep up the place if it proved to be expensive. You see
we are very eager to keep the home because of its great
value to us as workers and so were very glad to have
others to come in and share the home with us. This will
be kept up all thru the season when missionaries go
away from the plains for a rest and to escape a little of
the heat. Then too by having our own missionaries as
overseers helps in several ways. Mothers with children
cannot stay on the plains all the time during the hot
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weather as a rule. And so in giving them turns in being
overseer gives them work and also can be with their
children away from the heat. And then, too, it makes
it possible for our own to have a home to come to for a
rest. I will be here until the middle of July and then
Sister Heise will take charge of the place. At this time
four from our own mission are here and next month two
more are coming. This way we take turns in coming to
the hills.
We are now having prayer meeting here every Friday afternoon. We ask different missionaries to take
charge of this. There is a nephew of Mother Smart that
is living nearby who has not been well for some time and
cannot go out like those who are enjoying good health do,
but he comes to these meetings and says that he so much
appreciates the opportunity of coming. Just lately he
has claimed to have found Christ as his personal Savior.
He is now very happy in his new-found joy. A certain
person said to me the other day when seeing him that he
looks so different from what he used to that they wondered what had happened to him. When I told them of
his experience they said that he looked like it. Another
thing that has happened is this: He had some books
that he has been reading. They were very good books
when the value of the paper and binding was considered.
But they contained spurious teachings. So the other day
he had a fire and burned them all I think that this is n
very good way to get rid of questionable things when
one really becomes converted. Money should have noconsideration. Christ comes first.
Leoda, our daughter, and Anita Rohrer are both
here in the rest home at present. They had been boarders in the school here but when they could come out here
and be in the home they were very happy. And we also
as mothers appreciate this very much, to be able to have
our children with us. We count this one of the great
blessings of the home.
It is true that those coming to India have some very
unpleasant things to put up with. We do acknowledge
that India is not one of the most desirable places to live.
But then when we think of all the blessings that the
Lord has given us they far outweigh the other and we
are happy that the Lord has called us to India. At our
regular stations we have many things to meet that make
life rather unpleasant sometimes. One thing, it is very
hard in the hot season to get the proper kind of food to
eat there. And during that season is the time when one
needs the very best food to keep up the strength. So
when we can come up to this beautiful place for awhile
we can get all kinds of vegetables and how good they
taste! We feel it gives us new life and strength to go
back to our work on the plains again.
Now we ask you to remember this place in your
prayers as well as the other stations in India. We want
the Lord to have his way in all that is done. And we
believe that as we stand together and work together His
cause will prosper and grow in this dark land of India.
Your sister in His service,
KATIE B. SMITH.
P. S.—On May 16th we were all made to rejoice
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over the arrival of Velma Rohrer, who has come to re- Bethel Cong. (For India), Kansas
main with us and so increases our number on the mission We:land Mission (For Bro. and Sr. Mann.) Ontario
field one more. She and her mother are both getting Cash Balance and Month's Receipts
Month's Expenditures—
along well. Special and private gifts have been received To Sund
and Stationery
for the rest home which have been gratefully received 'Jo sending Missionaries to field and entrance fee
from the donors, and for which we praise the Lord. Pray
Total month's expenditures
for this place.
K. B. S.
Balance in General Treasury
REPORT OF FOREIGN MISSION TREASURER
To August 1, 1922
Balance in Treasury July 1, 1922
$1,416.09
Receipts from July 1 to August 1, 1922:
Valley Chapel Cong., Canton, Ohio
27.71
Sippo Cong., Massilon, Ohio
17.23
Richland and Ashland Dist., Mansfield, Ohio
34.03
Miami Dist., West Milton, Ohio
103.51
Elmer S. Engle, Abilene, Kan
25.00
Jos. and Sr. Eshelman, Sedgwick, Kans
50.00
Rosebank Cong., Kansas
24.38
Belle Spring Cong., Kansas
10.00
Zion S. S., Kansas
49.39
C. and E. Heilman, Oakley, Calif
10.00
Altoona Mission, Altoona, Pa
18.58
Harrisburg Cong., Harrisburg, Pa
57.51
Y. P. Society, Fairland, Pa
21.00
Free Grace S. S., Millsburg, Pa
50.00
J. H. Hoffman, Maytown, Pa
25.00
J. and Ella Lehman, Carlisle, Pa
50.00
A Sister, Grantham, Pa
5.00
For Famine So. Africa—
C. E. Bossart, Buffalo, N. Y
7.00
Sr. J. J. Zeiters, Bloomville, Pa
1.00
A Sister, Bloomville, Pa
1.00
Catherine Heisey, Mechanicsburg, Pa
2.00
A Sister, Mt. Joy, Pa
6.00
A Sister, Lawn, Pa
30.00
Annie Sollenberger, Fayetteville, Pa
'.....
2.00
Theo. and Katie Books, Cleona Pa,
25.00
A Sister. Lebanon, Pa
10.00
A Sister, Elizabethtown, Pa
20.00
H. W. Grosh, Mt. Joy, Pa
5.00
A Sister, Pen Argyle, Pa
2.00
Ira and Lizzie Bashore, Hershey, Pa
5.00
In His Name, State College, Pa
2.00
Mrs. H. Wiles, Chambersburg, Pa
2.00
Sr. Amanda Gish, Harrisburg, Pa
15.00
Sr. A. S. Albright, Rowena, Pa
2.00
Ethel H. Engle, Marietta, Pa
10.00
A Brothsr, Elizabethtown, Pa
60.00
Sr, Philena Dambach, E. Petersburg, Pa
10.00
Sr. Clara Miller, Woodbury, Pa
10.00
Lillian Detweiler, Hershey, Pa
5.0)
Cedar Spring S. S., Flemington, Pa
92.83
G. G. Lyons, Wheeler, Mich
10.0)
Magd. Hunsberger, Wayland, Mich
•5.00
A Brother, Rosebush, Mich
4.03
Carland Cong., Carland, Mich
23.50
S. H. Bert, Detroit, Kansas
10.00
Sr. Nancy Lenhert, Abilene, Kansas...:
15.00
Hebron S. S., Clay Co., Kansas
30.00
Abilene Cong., Abilene, Kansas
115.00
Rosebank Cong. (Individuals), Kansas
10.00
Rosebank Cong. (Individuals), Kansas
25.00
Belle Spring Cong. (Individuals), Kansas
5.00
Zion Cong. (Individuals), Kansas
5.00
A Sister, Canton, Ohio
5.00
C. S. Brenner, Smithville, Ohio
2.00
Susan Doner, Smithville, Ohio
1.00
Ida Berg family, Dalton, Ohio
5.00
Harriet Kohler and family, Mansfield, Ohio
10.00
A. C. and Anna Zook, Chambersburg, Pa
25.00
Sr. J. J. Zeiter, Bloomville, Ohio
2.50
Dayton Mission, Dayton, Ohio
37.10
Dayton S. S., Dayton, Ohio
25.50
Sr. Ida Sollenberger, Hazelton, Kansas
5.00
Sr. H. Wert, Chicago, 111
5.00
Jos. and Sr. Eshelman, Sedgewick, Kansas
50.00
Geo. E. Walker, Nappanee, Ind
10.00
B. M. Book, Upland, Calif
:
2.00
So. Africa Saw Mill Fund—
Rosebank Cong., Kansas
69.00
Belle Spring Cong., Kansas
1.00
Thomas Cong., Oklahoma
48.00

100.00
6.50
$2,986.41
6.90
2,500.00
2,506.90

$479.51
S. G. ENGLE,
4014 Spring Garden St.

WHISPERERS
(Continued from Page 11.)
1: our comes to you and to me, as come soon" it will, may
i: be found that we did our best to serve Christ, and to
cheer our comrades in the earthly struggle, and that we
(onsecrated not only our hand but our tongue to God.
So that the shadows that fall around our dying pillow
shall not be the evening twilight of a gathering night,
but the morning twilight of an everlasting day. This
morning, at half past five o'clock, I looked out of my
window and the stars were very dim. I looked out a f ev
they charged Him with drinking too much and keepin.
moments after, and the stars were almost invisible,
looked out an hour or two aftei'ward. Not a star was t
be seen. What was the matter of the stars? Had the
melted into darkness? No. They had melted into th
glorious light of a Sabbath morn.—Sel.
DIVINE HEALING.
(Continued from Page 6.)
t dually depend upon Him. He continually overflows n
whole being with His blessed life.
3. There must be definite faith and understand!
of Jesus as the Healer. When you come to Him you mi
put a stake down, and count that something is do:
There is a good deal of haziness about faith among Chi
tians. Faith is always now and here; never in the futi
tense. "What things soever ye desire when ye pray,
Heve that ye receive them and ye shall have thei
(Mark 11:24.) Faith turns everything into substance
fact; makes the things that are not as though they w
I will give you a homely illustration. Take the teleph
for example. You order supplies for the day, grocei
meat, vegetables, etc.; you get the answer that they
be sent, and although you do not see them immedial
you know that they will come later, and you count i
them. Now that telephone is faith. You count \
God, and He says, "I will answer thee (on the minu
I will show thee great and mighty things." (Jerei
33:3.) You pray and believe, and later God's w
comes and the delivery of the goods is made. Today
wants you to take the telephone of prayer and sa
believe and receive and rest." I remember a little w<
who used to attend my church, and whenever I thi:
her I get an uplift. She was very poor and had a hel
drunken husband who was an old soldier. Thej
seven or eight children whom she supported by all
of hard toil; but she was always happy. She
testify, "I got up at 3 o'clock this morning and
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washing, and got through with all my work so that I
could come to the meeting," and she would add, "It will
all be different some day, for my husband is going to get
a pension." One day she came into my office, radiant
with joy, and said, "Thank God, it has come! it has
come!" "What has come ?" I asked. "Why, pastor, the
pension has come," she replied. Then she began to tell
me all the wonderful things that were to be done with
that pension money. "When did the money come?" I
asked. "Oh," she replied, "the money has not come; we
haven't a cent of it yet, but we have the word of the
government for it; isn't that enough ? It may be a year
before we see that money." She had it by faith. "When
ye pray, believe that ye receive, and ye shall have." Don't
be looking out for the express wagon, but be listening for
the blessed whisper of the Holy Ghost, who shall put
sweet assurance in your hearts.
4. You have to take it breath by breath; by faith
from God. I have never been healed by any marvelous
phenomena or extraordinary apparition, but in a very
simple and quiet way, by helping myself to what God
offered me. I began to eat and drink His body and
blood and live by Him. If I am weary at night, I feel
that I must never go to sleep tired, for then I have a
restless and uncomfortable night; I lie back and drink in
His blessed life for about half an hour, and He just pours
it in, little by little, until I am perfectly rested in Him.
"He that eateth Me, shall live by Me." He is inside and
He is my life; every breath brings an answer echo from
the Throne. "He shall drink from the brook in the way;
even as the tired pilgrim in the road bends down and
drinks, and goes on refreshed, as we may drink of Christ.
When God comes in He goes below the surface, and lives
there and then breaks through and manifests Himself
just as He will. Then you must believe that He is within, and that you can count upon Him. I draw my life continually from Him, and He abides in my body as well as in
my soul. Over thirty years ago I had no constitution; I
had been overworking, burning the candle at both ends,
and there was nothing left. In my great weakness and
helplessness I felt after Him until I found Him, and He
taught me this great and glorious mystery, that He would
be my life, for mine was all used up. They say I am much
stouter now than I used to be, but I never look to see
whether I am thinner or stouter, or weaker or stronger:
I simply count on Him, and have no confidence in myself.
The greater the pressure, the more I draw from Him. I
have been in very hard places within the last two or three
years. I fought a battle for my life on the west coast of
South America, and a year ago in Great Britian it seemed
as though I must succumb under the awful pressure, but
I just drew a little closer to Him, and took in more of His
life, and He sustained me. I need Him every day. Nobody amounts to anything, and I don't amount to anything; so don't pin your faith to me, or to anybody's
prayers.—Selected.
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Bible School Department
GRANTHAM BIBLE SCHOOL.
Opens Tuesday, September 26, 1922. Friday evening Oct. 6,
Brother John Martin and wife, of Lancaster, Pa., will open a
series of meetings which will continue till Sunday Oct. 15. The
regular Fall love feast will be held Saturday evening, Oct. 14, and
Sunday morning, Oct. 15. A hearty invitation is extended to all
to attend the revival services and the love feast session.
We
send a special invitation to the parents of the students to be present at the love feast service. We suggest that parents make
this a time to visit their children.

M. B. S. & M. T. H. JUNIOR COLLEGE,
GRANTHAM, PA.

High school graduates may be especially interested
in the following letter. This letter was written and handed to the school without solicitation from any of the
school officers. Friends of the school will be able to tell
by reading this letter how the college students of 1921-22
appreciated their work. No doubt all of our young people
know that the church school now gives two years of college work above high school. A splendid college class is
expected for 1922-23.
Dear Friend,
We the members of the Junior College at Grantham
wish to extend to you a most hearty welcome to join our
number next year. We feel that our time spent here has
been a very valuable experience. The benefits we have
received, and the advantages we believe we enjoy over
other colleges are greater than some of us anticipated.
It is true, our number is not large, but that does not
decrease our estimation of the worth of the training we
get here, in fact we have advantages that a large group
could not enjoy. In addition we count it an honor to be
among the first graduates of the institution, even as
someone would count it an honor to have been one of the
first graduates of some leading university.
We have
good faith in the future of our school, believe in supporting our church institution, and expect to receive good
credit for the work we do here.
We think we have a convenient location within a half
hours ride of the State Capitol. The natural surroundings
are attractive, indeed very attractive now, at the time of
this writing. The beautiful Minnemingo affords delightful recreation.
So far as social advantages are concerned we think
they can't be surpassed. In our own group and among
the other student groups of the school we find association with the very best type of young people. Our invaluable daily associations are supplemented by other activities which are educational as well as otherwise beneficial, both socially and religiously. This spring our college
group spent several times together for our mutual benefit,
including a trip to Washington D. C.
But above all we appreciate the Christian spirit of
our
school.
The benefits of our weekly and daily prayer
WANTED
A live agent in every community to sell Scripture Text Calen- meetings and other religious services, and the special
times of religious awakening among us have been very
dars and Mottoes.
Liberal Commission
Samples Furnished much appreciated.
E.. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE, Nappanee, Indiana
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Some think it more honorable to attend more worldly
colleges but we think it more honorable to associate ourselves with a Christian institution than with institutions
which do many things contrary to Christian principles as
is the case in most large colleges.
In short we believe that two years training here will
be of more value to a young person than two years spent
in any other college. The first five or six of the undersigned expect to graduate next year, and we especially
welcome you to come, feeling sure you will never regret it.
We are looking for a good class next year, both as to
quantity and quality and want you to join us.
Signed,
Albert H. Engle
Clarence W. Lindeman
Ernest M. Frey
Miriam E. Niesley
Anna R. Engle
Norman A. Wingert
Ruth V. Stoner
Ralph H. Musser
Frances C. Long
NOTICE
Beulah College is in need of a teacher of vocal music,
preferably one who wishes to take some school work.
Address your inquiries to Beulah College, Upland,
California.
We may be too strong for our own true blessedness or
service, but we never can be too weak for either, if in our
uttermost helplessness we cast ourselves for every needed succor in the bosom of Almighty love, Gen. 32:24.
—John Dickie.
'Tis a mercy to have a portion in the world, but to
have the world for a portion is a misery.—Venning.

We are glad to announce that the new
edition of Spiritual Hymns revised is now
ready for delivery. Prices are as follows:
c,.rc , ,i
75c each postpaid
Stiff cloth covers $ 6 5 0Q p < £ 1 Q J n o t p r e p a i d
T.
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50c each postpaid
X
Limp cloth covers. $45 .oo per 100 not prepaid !
Send your orders now to
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Dear Friend, are there not several or
more
persons in your community that are
!
hungry for a better life, religiously, and need
something that will help them shun the present craze for pleasure and dress, the desecration of the Lord's day—and who may be los! ing faith in the Bible?
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Of course you will say, "Yes I think there
are some who might be interested, and I know
I ought to feel interested in helping them.
What is your plan?"
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HERE IT IS

Just sit clown now and write down the
names and addresses of these people and help
us get the paper into their homes for the next
six months or more. Call upon them and secure their subscription or send them the paper
with your tithe money.
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We propose to send the Evangelical VisiI
X tor from now until January, 1923 for 50 cents
to new subscribers, or to January, 1924 for
y $1.50, which is less than the paper costs us.
I But we want at least FIVE HUNDRED new
families to get the paper between now and
the new year. Your help is what is needed to
do it. If you fail us, we will fail, and these acquaintances of yours fail to get the help.
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May we not count on you for at least from
two to ten new subscribers on this offer at
once?
Send full name and address to
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NOTE—Orders for 25 or more will be filled
at the 100 rate. Not prepaid.

Evangelical Visitor Publishing House
Nappanee, Indiana
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Evangelical Visitor Publishing House
Nappanee, Indiana
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WHAT WE WILL DO
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NOTICE REGARDING NEW HYMNAL

VISITOR
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